REAL ROCK FROM A REAL ROCK BAND
The TEXMANIANS deliver exactly what you want from a ROCK band: Solid guitar-dominated ROCK with it’s roots well planted in the 70’s.
They clearly admire the great ROCK bands of the 1970s - Bad Company, Free, Whitesnake, ZZ Top, Status Quo, but add some BLUES à la Joe
Bonamassa and you have a bag of goodies for everyone who likes ROCK played with the volume turned up to 10. But do not think that this is
just nostalgia or imitation. The TEXMANIANS manage to add a spark to the music that testifies to a desire to create something new.

EXPERIENCED MUSICIANS
The ensemble is a piece of Norwegian music history in itself. In total, this quartet has more than 150 years of experience. Guitarist and
frontman Svein Heimvik played for many years with THE DIVIN’ DUCKS - in itself a solid ROCK band that toured as much abroad as within Norway’s borders. Drummer Zsolt Meszaros has been a regular drummer for Chris Thompson (former vocalist in MANFRED MANN’s EARTH BAND)
for almost 15 years. Guitarist Helge Smith Rønning and bassist Geir Aimar Rognø have played enough people to fill a medium-sized telephone
directory. We’re talking experience from here back to the cradle of rock!

NEW ALBUM FROM TEXMANIANS : “BROOKLYN HEIGHTS“
The TEXMANIANS’ new album is titled “Brooklyn Heights”. Only the title reveals that we are talking about genuine stuff! 10 new songs where
lyrics are inspired by daily life in the USA, and music inspired by 70s blues and rock! Worth mentioning are Tony Mills, (SHY/TNT) who does
most of the background vocals on “Brooklyn Heights”, and Rick Benton, (Magnum) organ. The three background singers in The Black Cherries
which contribute to the album on the song “TRUCK ON”, also strengthen the band live. The music, the production and the performances are
all first class.
Nothing is spared when it comes to the aesthetics: Both LP and CD are equipped with covers that are truly a feast for the eyes! There’s a
poster and colored vinyl for LP buyers, or a 16-page booklet and digipack for those who prefer CD. Or you can do what a real fan would do :
Get both formats.
Whatever you do: Turn up the volume. The new album for the Texmanians begs to be played

LOUD!
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